Knowledge is valuable

Knowledge in instrument care and maintenance is necessary for taking the best possible care of the huge investment every clinic has made in surgical instruments.

The correct knowledge can give instruments that are safe and last for many years of use, giving the best possible long term economy for the clinic.

STILLE has manufactured surgical instruments of the absolutely best quality since 1841. Still today, just like 175 years ago, the instruments are mainly manufactured by hand, all the way from forging to shaping, grinding, polishing and adjustment. Probably nobody knows better than STILLE what characterizes an instrument of good quality and endurance, or how correct maintenance can increase its life expectancy and contribute to better patient safety.

It’s important to know how the material and manufacturing affect your instruments, and why stainless steel actually corrodes. Are you and your colleagues always handling the instruments in a correct way? STILLE Instrument Education includes important parts like material know-how, instrument care and service.

We can offer an instructor with solid experience and knowledge, examples with hands-on training and the chance to exchange experiences with other participants.